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In tl@s paper it is shown thal the problem of studying expansive hom~omo@&rns on 
a bounded subset of a normed linear space is equivalent to t$z probbm o +udying hear 
expansive homeomorphisms on a bounded subset of another nozmed Lie pace. If’ the 
first space is a Hilbert space, the second may be taken to be a Hilbert spa 
Two theorems are deduced as consequences of the preceding ideas. 
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If X is a metric space with met& d, and if f is a homeomorphism of 
X onto itself, f is said to be e~yanse’llz with exprmsive constant S 3 0 if 
x,y E X, x + y implies that there exists an intefger ~1 such that 
d(fn (x), f n (y)) > 6. Distinct points x and y are said to be posib I lJe& 
(resp. vPegat&ely) asymptotic under f if for each E > 0 there is an inleger 
N such that m .> N (resp. P < N) Implies dun(x), f *‘Cy)) < e. Points are 
doubly asymptotk if they are both positively dnd negatively asympt:otic. 
Several authors have studied expansive homeomorphisms. See f l-5 I for 
examples anJ further references. 
The purpose of this note is toI &ow that the problem of studying ex- 
pansive homeomorphisms on a !louaded s&set of a normed linear space 
is equivalent o the problem of ;tuilying hear expansive homeomoiphisms 
on a bounded subset of another normed lirae, 1’ space, If the first space is 
a Hilbert space, then the second sp;lzce may be t&en to b.: a Hilbert space. 
It is hoped that the equivalent :problsz will be more accessible. For in- & 
state, the many facts about linear operators on HGbert spaces may’ yield 
results. Finally, two theo:rems on expansive homeomorphisms which ache 
consequences of the preceding ideas are proved. 
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kett H be a normed finear space with norm I l I. Let S(H) be thz set nf 
ail single:-valued transformations from the integer:; into H. 
For z E S(H), let z+ = z(i), and let j ? 
Let h be: the transformation of N(H) onto itself defined by (h(z)), =‘ Zi+ L. 
For Z, w E N(H), define z + IV by (z + W)i = zi + wi, and for c a scak, 
define cz by (cz)~ = CZi‘ Define 11~11 by (xi”=_ o. Pi IzJ*)“*. 
Let X be a bounded subset of H, and let f be a homeomorphism of+X 
onto itself. Define the function g : X * S(H) by (g(X))i = f’(x) for al! 
y E X and all integers i. Hence g(X) C, Iv(H). We then have the follow:ng: ,.
Tkorem 1. Nil?) is a normed linear space, and h is a &ear homedmo;3= 
phism of N(H) unto itself under which g(X) is invariant. g(X) .!s bounded 
and g is a homeomorphism of X onto g(X). h is expansive o;, g(X) if and 
only ,if f is expansive on X. Points x and y are positivezy (negatr‘vely, 
doubly) asymptotic under f if ar?d only if g(x) and g(y) are pxWvely 
(negatively, doubly) asymptotic under h. 
Outline of rmof. Mcist of the p:.oof consists of straightforward vzrifica- 
tions. For instance, it is easy to see that g is a homeomorphism oi’X onto 
g(X). Thus w e f urnish only a part of the proof. 
Suppose that $is expamive on X with expansive ccnstant 6 > 0. Let 
z, MP E g(X), z # w. Then z[), w,) E X, z. # wO, and there exists n such that 
!f”(q,) - f”(wo)l > 6. Thus 
ilh” (2) - h” (w)ll 3 I f n(Zo )- f ‘YwO )I > 6 , 
SO that h is expamive on g(X) with expansive constant 6. \ 
Next suppose that h is expansive on g(a with expansive constant 8 > 0. 
Suppiose that S/43 is not an expansive constant for f oltl X. Then tht:re 
exist 20, wo E X, z. # wo, such that I f’(zo) - f’(wo:)i G 6/t/3 for each i. 
Let z = g(zo ), w = g(wo ). Then z, w E g(X): z f: w, and for each k, 
Ilkk (z) .- h” (w)ll = 
QD 
= (i=c 241 If”+‘(z,) - fk”(W,)j2)1/2 -00 
a contradiction. ‘Thus S/+&3 is an expansiveiconstan: for f on X. 
Finally, we show t’ It x di-ld y are positiv4y asymptotic udlderf if ~sncl 
unly ifg(~) and gQ) are positively asymptotic undller h. The proofs for 
the neg;;\ti rely asymptotic and doubly asymytotic cases are quite simk. 
If g(x) :%nd gb) are positively asymptotic, then the inequality 
I fn (x) - _f nCy)l < llhn (g(x)) - hn (gO,))(j sha\vs that ,x and y a~;‘: positive:- 
ly asymp to tic. 
Suppose i?ow that x and y are positively asy mpt&ic. Let e > 8. Choose 
fil such t&k n > N, implies if’” (x) - f” @)l < 4 e. Choose lVa such that. 
’ z r<N2 2- Ii’ (,$iam X)2 < $ e2 . Then n > N’ 1 - Ah implies ., 
IlF ig(x> - h”(g@))lj2 = S 
SO that g(x) and ‘y’yv> arp positively asymptotic., q
II! the preceding’ktuation, if .M is a Flilbert space with .inn$r product 
(*, l j, then 11 . 11 ca&be generated by the inner product 
With this definition, it ‘5s a straightforward exercise to show that N(@ is 
\ 
L:. Hilbert space. * 
As applications of theyyreceding ideas, -P~JC prove two theorems. 
If x E X, the orbit of x :\ncer ,f is ciet”med b;l 
O(x) = If n (x): n ;~n integer}. 
In the proof of the theorem in a! 5’1, X was assumed to be compact. The 
following theorem substitutes a’l*ew condition for compactness. 
Theorem 2. lf X is a bounded S.&I& qf a sevarable normed linear stjace, 
and if f is a homeomorphism of X ccr&.itseEf whic!~ is expansive on 
A’ - UE 1 O(Xi), then f is expansive on X." 4, '. 
Proof. Using Theorem 1 9 we must show that‘i&\ir expansive on 
g(X) - UEl ‘(g(Xi)), then h is expansive on gf(xj.*3..ce all continuous ‘. 
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linear transformations are uniformly continuous, h’ is uniformly conkin- 
uous. If one examines the proof of the theorem in [S I, it is seen that 
the compactness of X was used in only two places: in Lemma I, the 
function had to be uniformly continuous; and in t3he last paragraph of 
the proof of Lemma 2 one needed to now that n certain uncountable 
set had a limit point, a fact which is true in any separable space. Clearly 
g(X) is separable. 
‘Thus, for the present heorem, the proof in [ 5 ] can essentially be 
repeated to get h expansive on g(X). The result follows from Theorem 1. Cl 
As another application of Theorem 1, we obtain a variant of [4, Theo- 
rem 21. 
Theorem 3. Let f be un expansive homeomorphism on a bounded subset 
of a separuble normed linear space. Then the set oj”points which are 
doubly asymptotic to (I given point is at most countable. 
Proof. Again using Theorem 1, we must show that the set of points 
doubly asymptotic under h to a given point in g(X) is at most countable. 
Let 6 be an expansive (constant for h on g(X), and let z E g(X). For 
each positive integer N., let 
AN = {w E g(X): 1~ i 2 IV implies lthn(w) - h”(z)11 < f 6 }. 
Clearly, if w is doubly asymptotic to z, then w E U& 1A,. We complete 
the proof by showing that each A, is at most countable. 
As before, hn is uniformly contir,uous for each n. Suppose some A,,, , 
say A, z is uncountable. There exists q > 0 such that llw - ~‘11 < q implies 
lWW - h”(w’)II < 6 for Inl C M. Since g(X) is separable, there exist 
distinct points MI, w’ E A, such that llw--w’ll < q. Then Ilh”(w) - h?w’)ll < 6 
for each 12, contradicting the expansiveness of h. The proof is thus com- 
plete. El 
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